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Research strategy:

Ataxias:

Friedreich’s ataxia (FRDA)

X-linked sideroblastic anemia with ataxia (XLSA/A)

Autosomic recessive cerebellar ataxia type 2 (ARCA2)

Genes:

FXN

ABCB7

ADCK3



The primary and essential function of frataxin

Identifying the primary effect of frataxin deficiency in vivo

Identifying the frataxin protein partners



The development of mouse models of FRDA

Neuronal model

Cardiac model
Skeletal muscle

Liver

Conditional approach: 

organ-specific deletion of the frataxin gene (Fxn)  in mouse

Neuronal model

Cardiac model
Reproduce most of the characteristic features of the disease

Liver

Skeletal muscle

Elucidate the pathophysiology/the primary function of frataxin



Understanding the primary function of frataxin

(Puccio et al., 2001; Seznec et al., 2005)
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Fe/S deficit is the primary molecular event

following frataxin deficiency

Time-dependent dissection of the molecular events in frataxin deficient tissues



Understanding the primary function of frataxin

Iron-sulfur (Fe/S) clusters:

iron

sulfur

Important protein cofactors

Non-functional

protein

Functional

protein

Fe/S cluster biogenesis

machinery



Understanding the primary function of frataxin

Defining the protein 

interaction network of frataxin

Fe/S cluster biogenesis
oligomer

. Mitochondrial Aconitase
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. ISD11
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FRATAXIN

Protein partner:
What was already shown?

Metabolism/energy

Metabolism

Metabolism/energy

FXN
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In the cell, frataxin interacts with protein partners, and 

together they can perform a specific cellular function



Human cell culture

FXN tag

Strategy 1

Understanding the primary function of frataxin
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Understanding the primary function of frataxin
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No other frataxin partner was identified

Interaction 

occurs  when 

all 3 proteins are 

co-expressed 

with FXN

Frataxin interacts with a complex formed by ISCU/NFS1/ISD11

The monomeric form of frataxin is involved in this interaction

Fe/S cluster biogenesis

Result with strategy 1:



Understanding the primary function of frataxin
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Expression of mutated hFXN:
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- partially affect the interaction
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Understanding the primary function of frataxin

Essential function of frataxin is provided by the monomeric form

What is the function of frataxin within the complex formed with ISCU/NFS1/ISD11?

Ongoing biochemical work:

- effect on NFS1 enzyme activity

- effect on Fe/S cluster formation…

Animal models

Interaction studies
Primary and essential function

of frataxin in Fe/S cluster biogenesis
In cellulo validation



Different approaches to obtain cellular models of FRDA

Mouse fibroblasts expressing frataxin with missense mutations

Mouse neuronal cells deleted for frataxin

Human cellular models using iPS technology



First cellular model based on frataxin missense mutations

hFXN G130V I154F

Mitochondrial iron

Fe/S enzyme activities
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Expression of mutated hFXN:

- FXN(G130V) - less severe FRDA

- FXN(I154F) - classical FRDA

FRDA

phenotype

Reproduce spontaneously the FRDA phenotype

Correlates with the disease severity observed in patients

Good tools to understand the effect of missense mutations and for drug screening



Neuronal cells from conditional mouse model

Neuronal cell models

Large quantities of homogeneous cells

80% of neurons 

Neurons could be keep up to 10 weeks

Neural stem cells 

from conditional

mouse

6 weeks

Neurosphere

Differentiation

into neurons

Neurons in culture

15 days



Neuronal cell model from conditional mouse model

1- Differentiation

into neurons

Neurons deleted for frataxin

Morphological alterations

Collapsing mitochondria

Giant mitochondria

Mitochondrial iron deposits 

2- Fxn deletion

Neurosphere

Fxn-deleted neurons

Biochemical and physiological characterization of these neurons…



GAA expansion-based cell models: induced pluripotent stem cells (iPS)

Somatic cells

(fibroblasts, keratinocytes)

Pluripotent stem cells (iPS)

Reprogramming

Specific Cell types

differentiation

(Oct4, Sox2, Nanog, Lin28)

iPS cell technology: new tool to create cellular models for genetic diseases

FRDA patient’s fibroblast

(GAA expansion)

Neurons 

with GAA expansion

Cardiomyocytes

with GAA expansion

iPS
(GAA expansion)

iPS colony



GAA expansion-based cell models: induced pluripotent stem cells (iPS)

iPS colony Neurons in culture

Neuronal cells

Neurosphere

cardiomyocytes

iPS colony

Beating cardiomyocytes in culture



GAA expansion-based cell models: induced pluripotent stem cells (iPS)

Fully characterize neurons and cardiomyocytes bearing long GAA expansions

Powerful tool to:

- understand the genetic mechanisms involved in the disease (effect of GAA on FXN 

expression; GAA expansion instability…)

- test pharmacological drugs (HDAC inhibitors…)

- study the pathophysiology in the context of partial frataxin deficiency



CONCLUSION

Frataxin is primarily involved in Fe/S cluter biogenesis

Better understanding of this pathway and the role of frataxin within this pathway 

will help to develop efficient therapeutic approaches

Cellular models of FRDA:

- Fibroblasts with missense mutations: 

. useful tool to understand FXN function/ drug screening

- Fxn-deleted neurons:

. understand molecular mechanisms involved in neurodegeneration

- iPS derived neurons and cardiomyocytes:

. models with similar genetic features of the patients
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